
 

 
 

 

 

January 24, 2024 

Dear Members of the Colorado Limited Gaming Control Commission, 

We are pleased to present our application for funding in the amount of $375,000 to build on the momentum 

gained by this year’s efforts. Colorado has easy access to legal opportunities to gamble and game across all 

areas of the state and the National Council on Problem Gambling estimates that over 100,000 Colorado 

residents may be impacted by gambling harm. The National Survey on Gambling Attitudes and Gambling 

Experiences reported that 77% of Colorado residents report past year gambling. Yet only 1/3 of respondents 

reported knowing where to get help with a gambling addiction. The challenge remains that public awareness 

about the availability of services for those who struggle is lacking and treatment and recovery resources in the 

state are few and far between.  The Division on Gaming Responsible Gaming Grants are helping change that 

reality. We are confident that effective education campaigns targeting people who gamble, and a significant 

increase in providers doing PG screening and identification will increase the number of people accessing 

services, including treatment and recovery supports. Our proposal consists of 3 parts, along with evaluation 

plans to measure the impact of each component. 

1) Capacity Building Intervention: We will extend our FY23 efforts to continue training Colorado based 

clinicians in essential skills needed to identify and treat problem gambling and integrate best practices into the 

behavioral health infrastructure already present in Colorado. We connect clinicians who complete the 30-hour 

training to the Colorado Council on Problem Gambling so that they can apply for scholarships to apply for 

certification through ICGGB. Roughly 150 clinicians and other providers are scheduled to complete the 

trainings for our current funding cycle. We will continue our partnerships building capacity with the Colorado 

Division of Probation Services as well as the Office of Domestic Violence and Sex Offender Management. 

 2) Recovery Supports for Those who Self-Exclude: Colorado has recently streamlined the self-exclusion 

process to reduce the barriers to accessing self-exclusion. Self-exclusion is a critical opportunity to reach 

someone who is attempting to make a significant behavior change and the decision to self-exclude is often 

triggered by distress over excessive gambling losses. We propose offering optional recovery supports to those 

who choose to self-exclude in Colorado. These optional supports include phone or email follow up with 

customized resources from a trained peer recovery specialist who has lived experience with gambling. 

 3) Public Awareness Campaign: MACGH, with the support of state regulatory agencies, has successfully 

targeted digital ads on all digital devices based on the location of the individual. By targeting frequent visitors 

to casinos and sports betting to promote VSE, helpline & other PG/RG messaging. We also include Audience 

and Behavioral Targeting, allowing us to have ads shown to people based on specific criteria. We will use 

evidence informed messaging and our Recovery Advisory Board, a panel of individuals with lived experience 

of gambling harm will review messaging. Please let us know if you have any additional questions. 

Warm Regards, 

Marlene Warner, CEO
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Division of Gaming
1707 Cole Blvd., Ste 300
Lakewood CO 80401
(303) 205-1300

Colorado Division of Gaming Responsible Gaming Grants
Under the authority of the Colorado Limited Gaming 
Control Commission (CLGCC), the Division of Gaming 
administers a grant program that provides support for 
efforts that impact, improve and support responsible 
gaming and problem gambling programs and the issues 
that come with increased gaming and gaming options. The 
responsible gaming grant program is meant to provide 
meaningful funding and encourage prevention, education 
on gambling addiction, additional counselors, public 
awareness, treatment, recovery, data and research. 

Eligibility
• Not-for-Profit Organizations and State Agencies/

Programs directly addressing the issue of problem 
gambling, addiction treatment, operations of 
hotlines, educational programs, counseling, 
research, advocacy efforts, or support services are 
eligible to apply for program-related funding. 

• Applicants are strongly encouraged to ensure they 
have the resources and the staffing to complete all 
required reporting and attend all required meetings.

• Requests for capital projects are not eligible under 
this grant process.

• Automatic Disqualifier: Any organization found 
to have made purposeful misrepresentations, 
omissions and/or errors intended to mislead will 
not be considered and will be disqualified from 
receiving funding.  

• Any previously funded grant recipient who did 
not complete reporting requirements for any prior 
grant funding is ineligible to apply for funding in 
the year following non-compliance and may have 
to submit required documentation before being 
re-eligible to apply

Application Period and Submission
Complete applications, including all required supporting 
documents, must be submitted by the deadline 
to be considered.
Grant applications must be received by the Division of 
Gaming, either in person or electronically, by
December 1, 2023 at 5:00 PM MST to be considered for 
funding in 2024.  Grant applications may be dropped off 

at the main division offices at 1707 Cole Blvd, Suite 300, 
Lakewood, CO 80421. Electronic applications should be 
submitted to DOR_RG_GrantSubmissions@state.co.us.
The Division of Gaming will review grant applications for 
eligibility and recommendation for approval by the Colorado 
Limited Gaming Control Commission.  Applicants to be 
found ineligible for funding will receive notice from the 
Division of Gaming.  A list of recommended grant recipients 
and funded programs is provided to the Gaming Control 
Commission for review and approval. 
The Limited Gaming Control Commission will release 
funding to approved grant recipients. Eligible applications 
are presented to the commission no later than March 
1st of each year.

Grant Recipient Requirements
Grant Recipients will submit required reports. On or before 
September 1, 2023, and on or before September 1, each 
year thereafter, each grantee shall submit a report to the 
commission. At a minimum, the report must include the 
following information:

• An indication of whether the grantee achieved 
the objectives the grantee described in its 
application or a grant;

• Evaluation of the results of the grantee’s 
grant-funded project;

• A description of the impact of the grantees use 
of grant money on the community with regards to 
responsible or problem gambling;

• Total amount of the grant money received in 
the total amount of grant money expended by 
the grantee; and

• Any additional reporting requirements required by 
the commission when the grant was awarded;

• Prior to any grant money being dispersed once 
the commission has made its grant decisions, 
grantees must cooperate to finalize all needed state 
purchasing contract paperwork. 

Grant Recipients will have a designated representative 
who attends all required Colorado Limited Gaming Control 
Commission meetings as determined by the Commission.  
Grant Recipients may be required to make presentations to 
the Commission on their program and/or grant funds.
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Review Criteria
Reviewing responsible gaming grant applications and 
criteria for awarding grants – when awarding grants 
commission shall have a process for collaboration with 
the behavioral health administration. In consideration 
of awarding grants, the commission shall consider the 
following criteria:

(a) the current needs of the state relating to responsible 
for problem gambling;

(b) the overall impact that the proposed grant may have 
on responsible for problem gambling;

(c) the amount of money in the fund;
(d) whether the eligible applicant intends to use grant 

money or any of the following purposes:
(i) prevention or education services concerning 

gambling addiction:
(ii) certification of gambling addiction counselors;
(iii) public awareness of services concerning 

gambling addiction;
(iv) treatment of gambling addiction disorders;
(v) recovery services;
(vi) data reporting and data systems; 
(vii) reimbursement for a portion of the costs 

associated with the national problem gambling 
hotline, website or text for service;

(viii) research for problem gambling or 
gambling addiction; and

(ix) reimbursement for costs associated 
with research for problem gaming or   
gambling addiction.

(e) when considering the current needs of the state 
related to responsible for problem gambling, the 
commission may establish additional purposes for 
awarding grants;

Application Requirements
• One-page Executive Summary of the grant request 

on agency letterhead addressed to the Colorado 
Limited Gaming Control Commission, including the 
purpose of the grant request and a brief description 
of how the request provides support for efforts that 
impact, improve and support responsible gaming 
and problem gambling programs in Colorado along 
with the issues that come with increased gaming 
and gaming options.

• Completed Responsible Gaming Grant 
Application DR Form 9493

• All required attachments:
• A detailed Project Budget outlining program 

expenses for the amount requested. 
• A list of other sources of income supporting 

the proposed project
• Marketing or advertising budgets (required 

for all requested for all proposals, including 
marketing or advertising activities only)

• Memorandum of Understanding or Fiscal 
Sponsor contract (required for organizations 
operating under a fiscal sponsor)

• Completed Sources of Income Table for 
non-profit agencies. Other organizations must 
submit an organizational budget that outlines 
sources of income

• Proof of IRS Federal Tax Exempt Status dated 
within the last five years (also called a Letter 
of Determination.)

• Letters of Support or copies of contracts 
from any partner organizations or contract 
agencies named in the grant

• Up to three additional attachments that 
provide additional information on the 
proposed grant request
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Division of Gaming
1707 Cole Blvd., Ste 300
Lakewood CO 80401
(303) 205-1300

Responsible Gaming Grant Application Form

Summary Information Section
Legal Name of Organization

Department (if applicable)

Mailing Address

City State ZIP Code

Phone Website

EIN Organization Email Address

Application Contact

Application Title

Contact Phone Contact Email

List of Organization’s Executive Leadership &amp; Contact Information. Please include Executive Director, Deputy Directors, Director of Finance or 
equivalent staff position &amp; Director of Development or equivalent staff position.

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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List of Board of Directors, including full legal name, position, affiliation, length of time on the board and expiration date.

Mission Statement

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
Geographic Area Served

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.

Tax Exempt Status (select): 	F 501(c)(3) Non-profit 	F State Government Agency

	F Local Government Agency 	F Using a Fiscal Agent or Sponsor

	F Other
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Grant Request And Narrative Section
Amount Requested

Type of Grant Requested (select): 	F General Operating Support 	F Program or Project Support

	F Other:

Program Requests Only: Name of Program or Project

Description of What the Grant Funding will be Used For

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Timeline for Spending any Awarded Grant Money

Anticipated Program Milestones to be Achieved during the grant period

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Description of any current or past projects in which the eligible Application has participated that address responsible gaming or problem gaming

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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General Operating Support: Provide information on the organization, organizational Goals and Current Programs

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Project Requests only:
1) Provide a summary of the plan for the program or project requested.

2) What issue and/or opportunity does this project address?

3) Provide detailed goals and objectives, a list of activities and an anticipated timeline for each project goal or milestone.

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Describe any collaborations the organization plans to engage within the implementation of the grant funding

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Explain why the organization is approaching the issue and/or opportunity in this way.

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Describe how the organization measures impact. If this is a program request, describe how the impact is measured for the program that is the subject 
of this proposal

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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List any prior grant funding received from the Division of Gaming/CLGCC, including amounts and dates.

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Describe any anticipated challenges facing the implementation of the proposed project and the organization’s plan for addressing those challenges. 

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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How will the project be sustained after the end of the grant period?

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Describe how the organization plans to evaluate the results of requested funding, project or program

Attach supplemental information or supporting documentation if more room is needed.
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Financial Planning
Attachments

Submit a detailed Project Budget outlining program expenses for the amount requested. Any partner or contracted 
agencies listed in the implementation of the project must be included in this section with detailed information on the 
amount and line item expenses from the funding going to the contracting agency.

Required Attachments

Submit a list of other sources of income supporting the proposed project
All applications requesting funding for marketing or advertising must submit a detailed budget and marketing plan as 
an attachment. 
For organizations operating under a fiscal sponsor, submit the memorandum of understanding or the contract between 
the organization and the fiscal agent/fiscal sponsor.

Source Income Table

(a) Government Agencies, Institutions of Higher Education and other applicants not categorized as a 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization submit an organizational budget that shows sources of income

(b) Complete for 501(c)(3) non-profit agencies: the table below for the organization as a whole, based on the most 
recently completed fiscal year. Categories may be modified to fit your organization’s funding sources.

Percentage Funding Sources (for 501c3 nonprofit organizations)

Government grants (federal, state, county, local) %

Government Contracts %

Foundations %

Business %

Events %

Individual Contributions %

Fees/earned income %

Workplace giving campaigns %

In-kind contributions %

Other %

Total (must equal 100%) %
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Financial Information Section
Organization Budget for fiscal year Fiscal Year Date Income Expenses

For Project/Program Requests:
Program Budget Dates of budget period Income Expenses

Name of Person Responsible for Financial Reporting Name of Financial Institution where funds will be deposited

Attachments

Applicants need to submit the following required documents as attachments to their application:
Proof of IRS Federal Tax Exempt Status dated within the last five years (also called a Letter of Determination.)
(Optional) Applicants may submit up to three additional attachments, no longer than four pages each, as supporting 
documentation for the application request.

List of Attachments 

1.

2.

3.

Acknowledgments

By signing below, I acknowledge the following:

The grant applicant or if the applicant is a nonprofit, that the applicant and any board members are not fundamentally 
opposed to gaming; and

The grant applicant or any associated staff or board members of the grant applicant does not have, to their knowledge, 
any litigation, or charges against them related to gaming activities; and

The grant applicant or if the applicant is a nonprofit, that the applicant and/or a majority of board members are not 
affiliated with a person licensed under article 44-30; and

The grant applicant will use grant money only for the purpose for which the grant money was awarded; and

The information contained in this application is true and correct to the best of my ability.

Signature Date



Social Marketing Campaign with Detail and Budget  

MACGH has an experienced internal creative team dedicated to developing impactful, evidence 

informed responsible gambling and problem gambling campaigns. We have a strong track record of 

designing award-winning multimedia content and delivering measurable results through targeted digital 

engagement strategies. 

Below is a $200,000 media budget allotting $100,000 to an ongoing problem gambling helpline and Self-

Exclusion promotion and $100,000 towards quarterly responsible sports betting education efforts. The 

budget was developed based on our extensive expertise running large-scale public awareness efforts on 

related topics over the past decade across major media platforms and local Colorado publishers.  

As an established entity with substantial media buying experience, we can stretch campaign dollars 

efficiently while accessing premium inventory. This budget can flex upward or downward to match 

granter funding levels and desired campaign reach. Even at the $200,000 amount, we are confident we 

can drive significant progress towards enrollment growth, helpline utilization lift, and measurable gains 

in responsible gambling participation across the target Colorado populations outlined previously. 

This proposal seeks funding to develop and deploy quarterly public awareness campaigns related to 

problem gambling outreach and responsible betting promotion in Colorado over the next year. The effort 

would consist of two complementary multimedia campaigns (Problem Gambling & Responsible Gaming) 

targeting different audience segments each quarter: 

Quarter 1 
• Continue self-exclusion & helpline promotion (Problem Gambling Campaign) 
• Responsible betting education around NBA playoffs (Responsible Gaming Campaign) 

Quarter 2 
• Promote recovery resources before NFL season (Problem Gambling Campaign) 
• Encourage responsible wagering for start of NFL season (Responsible Gaming Campaign) 

Quarter 3 
• Increase enrollment in self-exclusion leading up to playoffs (Problem Gambling Campaign) 
• Responsible betting reminders during NFL playoffs and around other Colorado sporting events 

(Responsible Gaming Campaign) 
Quarter 4 

• Promote self-exclusion & problem gambling helpline around Super Bowl 
• Educate on responsible Super Bowl betting 

 

MACGH and its seasoned communications team will develop segmented digital audiences and targeted 

media strategies for each quarterly campaign. We utilize advanced data modeling and media 

optimization platforms to reach the most relevant consumers across channels. 

For channels like Connected TV and online video, we work with demand-side platforms to access 

premium inventory sources and target audiences by geography, device, browsing behaviors, and real-

time contextual signals. Creative is dynamically served to align with content environments. 

For display and social tactics, we blend demographics, interest, purchase intent, and other data signals to 

identify and persuade the audiences most likely to take action based on campaign goals and timing.  



Media activations are monitored in real-time to measure engagement rates, optimize towards the best 

performing platforms/placements, and uncover additional efficient inventory sources. Upon campaign 

completion, we analyze performance by channel and audience segment to provide recommendations on 

ideal media mix and budget allocations for future efforts. 

Here is a proposed $200,000 media budget for the quarterly problem gambling and responsible gaming 

campaigns: 

Media Budget by Quarter: 

Q1: $50,000 Q2: $50,000 Q3: $50,000 Q4: $50,000 

Problem Gambling Campaign 

• Total Quarterly Budget: $50,000 

Programmatic Digital Display - $20,000 In-App/Mobile - $10,000 YouTube Video - $5,000 Native Content 

- $5,000 CTV/OTT - $5,000 Facebook/IG - $5,000 

Responsible Gaming Campaign 

• Total Quarterly Budget: $50,000 

Programmatic Digital Display - $20,000 In-App/Mobile - $10,000 YouTube Video - $5,000 Native Content 

- $5,000 CTV/OTT - $5,000 Facebook/IG - $5,000 

(Production Costs included in both campaigns) 

Creative Concepting Asset Design & Production Microsite Building Campaign Management Performance 

Reporting 

Total: $200,000 

 

 

 



MACGH’s Budget Proposal for Colorado RG/PG Capacity Building Grant Project 

 

Item Amount 

Personnel (Partial Time for staff and consultants) $75,000 

Digital Advertising (see proposal for breakdown) $200,000 

2 30-hour Training Programs $30,000 

Program Materials and Design  $14,000 

Travel/Lodging  $6,000 

Administration and Operations Costs $50,000 

Total: $375,000 
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	Mission Statement: Founded in 1983, The Massachusetts Council on Gaming and Health is a private, non-profit public health agency. We advocate for responsible gaming and gambling practices and services for those affected by gambling. We aim to reduce the impacts of gambling disorder and strive to make gambling healthy and safe for the people of Massachusetts. We are neither for nor against legalized gambling. We accomplish our mission through education, advocacy, and by providing resources. We serve people who gamble, their families, caregivers, and the community at large.
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	Tax Exempt Status: 501c3 Non Profit
	Other Exemption Reason: 
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	Other Grant Reason: 
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	Timeline for Spending any Awarded Grant Money: 12 months from date of signed contract
	Anticipated Program Milestones to be Achieved during the grant period: Capacity Building with Providers Q1-Q4:• First 30 Hour Training Q2• Second 30 Hour Training Q3 • 80 additional providers complete the ICGGB approved training Q4 • Evaluation measuring perceived increase in Skills and Knowledge among training providers Q2 & Q4 Recovery Supports Q1-Q4:• Work with the Colorado Department of Revenue - Division of Gaming to provide language to add to the Self Exclusion Website to offer follow up Recovery Supports to participants in the program Q1• Work with 1-800-Gambler to ensure they offer this as a resource to appropriate callers to the Helpline. Q1• Train and Retain Trained Peer Specialists to provide follow-up resources and Telephone Recovery Support for qualified individuals. Q2-Q4• Offer Follow up and Telephone Recovery Support to all interested parties who Self-Exclude. Q2-Q4Social Marketing/Communications Campaigns Q1-Q4:This proposal seeks funding to develop and deploy a series of quarterly public awareness campaigns related to problem gambling outreach and responsible betting promotion in Colorado over the next year. The overall theme would be the following "Increasing Problem Gambling Awareness Across Colorado - Self-Exclusion, Helpline Promotion & Responsible Betting Education". The effort would consist of two complementary multimedia campaigns targeting different audience segments each quarter:Q1 • Continue self-exclusion & helpline promotion• Responsible betting education around NBA playoffsQ2 • Promote recovery resources before NFL season• Encourage responsible wagering for start of NFL seasonQ3 • Increase enrollment in self-exclusion leading up to playoffs• Responsible betting reminders during NFL playoffs and around other Colorado sporting eventsQ4 • Promote self-exclusion & problem gambling helpline around Super Bowl• Educate on responsible Super Bowl betting
	Description of any current or past projects in which the eligible Application has participated that address responsible gaming or problem gaming: Founded in 1983, MACGH is a non-profit agency that promotes public health by mitigating the negative personal and community impacts of gambling and gaming. We are the one of the oldest and largest gambling focused organizations in the country and accomplish our mission through advocacy, training, direct service, and public education. We address the full spectrum of care, from prevention through treatment and recovery. The MACGH takes a neutral stance on legal gambling & gaming and works with a wide range of stakeholders including gaming operators, vendors, and regulators, clinicians, people in recovery, and other community-based agencies.Despite the serious emotional and financial toll of disordered gambling and its prevalence among those with co-morbid disorders, there is no required Problem Gambling (PG) or Responsible Gambling (RG) education for clinicians. Through training and technical assistance, we have led PG/RG integration efforts in the fields of treatment, recovery, elder services, corrections, DV/batterers treatment and suicide prevention in various geographic locations.MACGH has created and administered a 30-hour problem gambling certificate program for the past 19 years.  We are one of 5 providers internationally whose trainings meet the rigorous requirements of the International Gambling Counselor Certification Board (IGCCB). Annually we offer over dozens of hours of CE trainings for clinicians. The PG Treatment Gap Analysis for Massachusetts, funded by the Mass Dept. of Public Health conducted by the Cambridge Health Alliance’s/Harvard University Division on Addiction in 2019, found that clinicians who attended our “Training Institutes” were the most prepared to address PG issues and recommended an expansion of the program. Beyond competent and accessible treatment, recovery supports play a significant role in maintaining wellbeing of those experiencing addiction, especially opioid addiction. For ten years the MACGH has worked recovery support organizations to integrate gambling related recovery awareness and offer direct services to those working to reduce or eliminate their problem gambling.MACGH is a national leader in RG. We are a player centric run the only licensed GameSense program outside of Canada. GameSense earned international recognition such as the World Lottery Association’s Best Overall Responsible Gambling Program (2010), and the U.S. – based National Council on Problem Gambling’s Social Responsibility Award (2015). The MACGH was a convener of the Massachusetts Partnership for Responsible Gambling – a landmark alliance of gambling industry leaders who work together to increase public awareness of gambling disorder, encouraging programs for education and prevention, and promoting responsible gambling policies and practices in their establishments.Finally, our staff participate in the MGC’s Gaming Research Advisory and Review Committees to oversee state commissioned projects. Our staff are currently and have historically on the Board of Directors for the National Council on Problem Gambling (NCPG), with two of our staff being BOD Presidents for the NCPG in the past few years. We are active leaders of the Northeast Consortium on Problem Gambling, contribute to cross state research and initiatives and present on best practices in RG and PG nationwide. This depth of involvement and leadership in the RG and PG field keeps MACGH on the cutting edge of best practices to inform our trainings, public education, prevention and recovery work. These efforts are intended to build on our current efforts in Colorado. We will continue our FY23 collaboration with the Office of Public Safety, the Colorado Association of Social Workers and the Office of Behavioral health to ensure we are reaching providers most likely to interact with populations at high risk of gambling disorder. 50 treatment providers are currently enrolled in the first of our 30-hour problem gambling intensive training that meets international certification requirements. The second training, which begins February 7th, currently has 58 providers from Colorado registered, and marketing for this training continues. These capacity-building efforts will scale up the initial clinical training begun in our FY 23 contract. At the time of writing, there have been 5 trainings scheduled with Office of Domestic Violence and Sex Offender Management Staff as well as for Probation Officers. This training focuses on the intersection between violence, recidivism and problem gambling and equipment Department of Public Safety Staff with skills and resources to address gambling issues in their specific lines of work.  The recovery portion of this proposal requires a collaboration between the DOR-Gaming Division and our Office to ensure that applicants to the Self-exclusion Program have adequate support. It also requires collaboration with the Problem Gambling Coalition of Colorado and the Louisiana Council on Problem Gambling that currently answers 1-800-Gambler helpline calls fto ensure that they are aware of these new recovery supports. As we are the recipient of calls to 1-800-Gambler from Massachusetts phone numbers, we are very familiar with the types of interactions that happen in this context.
	General Operating Support Provide information on the organization organizational Goals and Current Programs: MACGH operates through it's state contract and it's outside consulting, with an additional small amount given through individual contributions.  As previously mentioned, MACGH operates the RG programming and efforts on behalf of the Mass. Gaming Commission.  Currently it is offered in the three casinos, and we are gearing up for the launch of sports wagering in January 2023. This work allows our staff (GameSense Advisors) at three centers to connect with patrons about their gambling--either to learn how to keep it healthy and safe, to determine how to mitigate at-risk behaviors, or how address gambling problems with resources outside of the casinos. We meet with them within the casinos, but also through Live Chat and Remote VSEs done online.  The work also allows us to offer resources and capacity building out in the community.  All of our work meets consumers, staff, and community members where they are at and assists them with where they'd like to go in growth and development.In addition, MACGH works as a consultant to Spectrum Gaming Group on both national and international projects, consultant to North American Association of State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL), and the National Council of Legislators from Gaming States (NCLGS).  Our goal is to continue to advocate with legislators, regulators, and operators for full integration of public health-forward information and efforts.  We also strive to provide services for people across the spectrum of gambling.  We base our services on evidence and we appreciate any and all tools to measure efficacy.  
	Project requests only: Provide a summary of the plan for the program or project requested: 
	0: Capacity Building Intervention: We will extend our FY23 efforts to continue training Colorado based clinicians in essential skills needed to identify and treat problem gambling and integrate best practices into the behavioral health infrastructure already present in Colorado. We connect clinicians who complete the 30 hour training to the Colorado Council on Problem Gambling so that they can apply for scholarships to apply for certification through ICGGB.Recovery Supports for Those who Self-Exclude:Colorado has recently streamlined the self-exclusion process to reduce the barriers to accessing self-exclusion. Self-exclusion is a critical opportunity to reach someone who is attempting to make a significant behavior change and the decision to self-exclude is often triggered by distress over excessive gambling losses. We propose offering optional recovery supports to those who choose to self-exclude in Colorado. These optional supports include phone or email follow up with customized resources from a trained peer recovery specialist who has lived experience with gambling.Media Campaign: MACGH, with the support of state regulatory agencies, has successfully targeted digital ads on all digital devices based on the location of the individual. By targeting frequent visitors to casinos and sportsbetting to promote VSE, helpline & other PG/RG messaging. We also include Audience and Behavioral Targeting, allowing us to have ads shown to people based on specific criteria. We will use evidence informed messaging and our Recovery Advisory Board, a panel of individuals with lived experience of gambling harm will review messaging.

	Project requests only: What issue and/or opportunity does this project address?: Colorado has easy access to legal opportunities to gamble and game across all areas of the state. Lottery, pari-mutual betting, casinos and sport-betting are easily accessible and the National Council on Problem Gambling estimates that over 100,000 of Colorado residents may be impacted by gambling harm. The National Survey on Gambling Attitudes and Gambling Experiences reported that 77% of Colorado residents report past year gambling. Yet only 1/3 of respondents reported knowing where to help help with a gambling addiction or that services were even available in their community.  The challenge remains that public awareness about the availability of services for those who struggle is lacking and treatment and recovery resources in the state are few and far between.  The Division on Gaming Responsible Gaming Grants are helping change that reality! We are confident that effective education campaigns targeting people who gamble, and a significant increase in providers doing PG screening and identification will increase the number of people accessing services, including treatment and recovery supports.
	Project requests only: Provide detailed goals and objectives, a list of activities and an anticipated timeline for each project goal or milestone: 1. Capacity Building with Intensive Problem Gambling Specialist Training: This 30-hour course (offered twice) is designed increase community access to comprehensive, competent care and improve treatment outcomes. 10 courses are taught by leading experts in the field and build upon each other. They offer foundational knowledge of gambling disorder and can be applied towards IGCCB certification. CEU’s will be provided.Proposed Problem Gambling Specialist Training and Evaluation: 2 live 30-hour Training Institutes with CEU’s Q1-Q42. Recovery Supports for Those who Self-Exclude:We propose offering optional recovery supports to those who choose to self-exclude in Colorado or who utilize 1-800-GAMBLER. These optional supports include phone or email follow up with customized resources from a trained peer recovery specialist who has lived experience with gambling disorder and who is familiar with recovery support available to Colorado residents. People who 'opt in' to receive follow up services will also be eligible to receive 10 weeks of TRS Q1-Q43.Complementary multimedia campaigns targeting different audience segments:The two campaigns leverage best practices around digital targeting, geo-conquesting, connected TV, pre-roll video, and microsite engagement. Combined impressions would exceed 10 million over the 3-month flight window Q1-Q4 (see attachment)Campaign #1 - Promoting Self-Exclusion & Problem Gambling HelplineCampaign #2 - Responsible Sports Betting Education
	Describe how the organization plans to evaluate the results of requested funding project or program: These efforts are intended to complement current efforts in Colorado. We will continue our FY23 collaboration with the Office of Public Safety, the Colorado Association of Social Workers and the Office of Behavioral health to ensure we are reaching providers most likely to interact with populations at high risk of gambling disorder. We will continue to work with the Problem Gambling Coalition of Colorado so that clinicians who complete the 30 hour training who are interested in applying for international certification will be referred to their scholarship program. The recovery portion of this proposal requires a collaboration between the DOR-Gaming Division and our Office to ensure that applicants to the Self-exclusion Program have adequate support as well as communication with Louisiana Council on Problem Gambling that currently answers 1800-Gambler Helpline calls from Colorado based phone numbers to ensure that they are aware of these new recovery supports. As we are the recipient of calls to 1-800-GAMBLER from Massachusetts phone numbers, we are very familiar with the types of interactions that happen in this context.
	Explain why the organization is approaching the issue and/or opportunity in this way: This grant funding will be used to build problem gambling treatment and recovery infrastructure for the State of Colorado while simultaneously creating a demand for those same services from Coloradans who are experiencing problematic gambling. These efforts are created to be complimentary to other grant funded initiatives leave an infrastructure that is sustained in terms of behavioral health systems and social service provider capacity to identify, refer and treat problematic gambling. These efforts are intended to complement current efforts in Colorado. We will continue our FY23 collaboration with the Office of Public Safety, the Colorado Association of Social Workers and the Office of Behavioral health to ensure we are reaching providers most likely to interact with populations at high risk of gambling disorder. The recovery portion of this proposal requires a collaboration between the DOR-Gaming Division and our Office to ensure that applicants to the Self-exclusion Program have adequate support as well as communication with Louisiana Council on Problem Gambling that currently answers 1800 Gambler Helpline calls from Colorado based phone numbers to ensure that they are aware of these new recovery supports. Our Social Marketing, the campaigns will leverage best practices around digital targeting, geo-conquesting, connected TV, pre-roll video, and microsite engagement. Combined impressions for each quarterly campaign would exceed 10 million over the 3-month flight window. More details on messaging, specific tactics, and metrics are available on request. These simultaneous quarterly multimedia efforts would significantly expand public awareness on problem gambling recovery resources as well as responsible betting behaviors across Colorado over the next year. This would create demand on the infrastructure and reduce stigma by reducing the numbers of members of the public accessing high quality and evidence informed information and services.
	Describe how the organization measures impact: 
	 If this is a program request, describe how the impact is measured for the program that is the subject of this proposal: In terms of overall program management, MACGH utilizes process and outcome measurements to quantity our overall impact. Our organization’s two main capacity building components are comprised of our Responsible Gambling Programs with emphasis towards prevention and harm reduction, and our Problem Gambling Programs, with emphasis on professional trainings and recovery supports. Evaluation of capacity building:Our training programs cover a variety of problem gambling topics and supporting interventions, including explanation of  co-occurring disorders, ability to perform clinical assessment, understanding changes in the brain, consideration regarding issues with finance and families, understanding effects of trauma, social injustice and disparities, and usage of therapeutic interventions such as CBT.  We combine these topics into our 30 hour, 10 session Training Institute, providing clinicians with a well-rounded knowledge of problem gambling issues and an ability to utilize this information in their practices.  All of our trainings employ measurement tools including Likert Scales to rate the level of quality of our trainings and presenters and Perceived Confidance Scales to measures increases in critical skills and knowldege. tThese reports are reviewed after every training to identify opportunities for quality improvement.Evaluation of Recovery Supports: MACGH provides important recovery supports to those early in their journey to reduce problem gambling behaviors.. This is a particularity critical time as we know that dealing with gambling disorder confront disproportionate rates of suicide.  In order to measure success of our early recovery supports, we offer automated phone surveys as well as anonymous email surveys to measure its level of usefulness in reducing their problematic gambling behaviors and cravings.  Those who participate overwhelmingly indicate it is a welcome addition to their recovery toolbox. These reports are reviewed quarterly for quality improvement efforts.Evaluation of Social Marketing Campaigns:MACGH will develop segmented digital audiences and targeted media strategies for each quarterly campaign. We utilize advanced data modeling and media optimization platforms to reach the most relevant consumers across channels.For channels like Connected TV and online video. We work with demand-side platforms to access premium inventory sources and target audiences by geography, device, browsing behaviors, and real-time contextual signals. Creative is dynamically served to align with content environments. MACGH has extensive experience in public health audience targeting for various problem and responsible gambling campaigns. For display and social tactics, we blend demographic, interest, purchase intent and other data signals to identify and persuade the audiences most likely to take action based on campaign goals and timing. Media activations are monitored in real-time to measure engagement rates, optimize towards the best performing platforms/placements, and uncover additional efficient inventory sources. Upon campaign completion, we analyze performance by channel and audience segment to provide recommendations on ideal media mix and budget allocations for future efforts. Media campaigns are reviewed by our Recovery Advisory Board.Relevant Measures of Evaluation would include:Impressions and Reach• 10+ million impressions over the 4 quarters• Reach at least 30% of targeted audiencesEngagement• Achieve 0.05%+ click-through rate on digital ads• Drive over 2,500 visits per quarter to related micrositesAction Conversions• Increase calls to 1-800-GAMBLER helpline by 20%• Boost enrollments in self-exclusion program by 15% over the 4 quartersResponsible Betting• Reach over 500,000 sports bettors per quarter with positive messagingTracking performance metrics around impressions/reach, click engagement rates, website traffic, helpline calls, self-exclusion sign ups, and visits to additional resources would all be valuable.

	List any prior grant funding received from the Division of Gaming/CLGCC, including amounts and dates: The MACGH Received funding from the Division of Gaming/CLGCC for the FY23 in the amount of $200,000. This contract was finalized on April 14, 2023.
	Describe any anticipated challenges facing the implementation of the proposed project and the organizations plan for addressing those challenges: Challenges may occur are in the part of the grant proposing offering critical Recovery Supports to those in early stages of behavior change.  The challenge may occur in working with the DOR – Division on Gaming to update the Self Exclusion part of the website so that people can opt-in to a follow-up call or email from a peer specialist. We have an IT and security infrastructure in place to handle follow ups are in place as we already offer these services to people who self exclude through the Mass Gaming Commission.  It also requires the Recovery Support to be added to the list of resources at 1-800-GAMBLER. We list these as challenges, not because they are inherently difficult but because they are the only aspects of the grant which require any movement from another agency in order to be successful.
	How will the project be sustained after the end of the grant period?: There are aspects of this proposal which will leave a lasting impact after the end of the grant date, while other aspects require ongoing support. The fact that we expect a minimum of 80 clinicians to have comprehensive treatment in assessment and treatment in FY23 (current grant period) and we expect a similar number if this application is granted. The integration of gambling assessments, screening and competent treatment within current behavioral health and substance use disorder systems is considered best practice when it comes to gambling treatment and this impact will last years beyond this grant cycle. Recovery supports will positively benefit those trying to change their problematic gambling behavior by offering one on one peer support at a critical time in their journey out of harms way. Finally, millions of views that our media campaign will receive will change the way that Coloradans understand risky and problem gambling and we expect to see increases in awareness of local gambling resources in upcoming national surveys.
	Describe how the organization plans to evaluate the results of requested funding, project or program: Capacity Building: Success will be measure in several ways. We want to see how many providers engage with the trainings. Surveys will be issued to all training participants to measure increases in knowledge and key skills. For the 30 Hour training program, we will measure the increase in the number of trained Colorado clinicians their location within the state, linguistic capability and accessibility (self pay, public or private insurance)Recovery Supports:We  use both anonymous 2 question telephone surveys and send very brief anonymous follow up email surveys to those who engage in different recovery supports provided by our peer specialists.Digital Media Campaign: For display and social tactics, we blend demographic, interest, purchase intent and other data signals to identify and persuade the audiences most likely to take action based on campaign goals and timing. Media activations are monitored in real-time to measure engagement rates, optimize towards the best performing platforms/placements, and uncover additional efficient inventory sources. Upon campaign completion, we analyze performance by channel and audience segment to provide recommendations on ideal media mix and budget allocations for future efforts. Relevant measures of success would include the following metrics:Impressions and Reach• 10+ million impressions over the 4 quarters• Reach at least 30% of targeted audiencesEngagement• Achieve 0.05%+ click-through rate on digital ads• Drive over 2,500 visits per quarter to related micrositesAction Conversions• Increase calls to 1-800-GAMBLER helpline by 20%• Boost enrollments in self-exclusion program by 15% over the 4 quartersResponsible Betting• Reach over 500,000 sports bettors per quarter with positive messagingTracking performance metrics around impressions/reach, click engagement rates, website traffic, helpline calls, self-exclusion sign ups, and visits to additional resources would all be valuable.
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